Join us at our next Read ‘n Share meeting on
Thursday December 17th at 7:30
Bring a list of Titles and Authors you have enjoyed and find out what others are reading

Read ‘n Share Titles
October 8, 2009 Meeting
Fiction
Adiga, Aravind

White Tiger - Over the course of seven nights an Indian man, Balram, tells the
terrible and transfixing story of how he came to be a success in life.

Connelly, Michael

Scarecrow – Los Angeles reporter Jack McEvoy’s investigation into the murder
confession of a teen drug dealer pits him against a killer.

Evanovich, Janet

Two For the Dough – With the help of vice cop Joe and her Grandma Mazur,
bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is on the trail of a bail jumper who shot his friend.

Genova, Lisa

Still Alice – Diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer's disease, a psychologist
struggles to find meaning and purpose in her life.

Larsson, Stieg

Girl Who Played with Fire - A troubled, genius hacker is suspected of murder and
journalist Mikael Blomkvist launches an investigation to vindicate her.

Lavigne, Michael

Not Me – Tells the dramatic and surprising stories of two men, father and son,
through sixty years of uncertain memory, distorted history and assumed identity.

Lee, Harper

To Kill a Mockingbird – A girl’s father defends a black man accused of raping a
white woman in a small Alabama town during the 1930s.

Rice, Anne

The Feast of All Saints- Set in 19th century New Orleans, this is the story of the
Free People of Color, a class caught between white privilege and black
oppression.

Rigler, Laurie Viera

The Rude Awakening of a Jane Austen Addict – Jane Mansfield, a gentleman's
daughter from Regency England, inexplicably awakens in present day L.A..

Sebold, Alice

The Lovely Bones – Looking down from heaven, 14-year-old Susie Salmon
recounts her rape and murder and watches her family as they cope with their grief.

Shapiro, Dani

Black & White – As her artist mother is dying, a woman must face her past
including the famous nude photographs her mother took of her.

Tallis, Frank

Fatal Lies – A dogged police inspector and an insightful young psychiatrist
investigate the murder of a military cadet in Freud’s Vienna.

Umrigar, Thrity

The Weight of Heaven - Having lost their only child, a couple hopes to start
again in India, but their relationship with a young boy complicates their new lives.

Non- Fiction
Berry, Carmen Renee
& Traeder, Tamara

Girlfriends: Invisible Bonds, Enduring Ties - Explores the depths and
complexities of women's relationships and the joy and sustenance they engender.

Bernstein, Harry

The Invisible Wall – The author tells of his life in an English Mill town where
Jewish and Christian families lived on the same street, but were worlds apart.

Cunningham, Laura

Sleeping Arrangements – This is the memoir of an orphaned Bronx girl who was
raised by two eccentric uncles in the 1950's.

Ehrenreich, Barbara

Nickel and Dimed – To find out how one could make ends meet on $7 an hour,
journalist Ehrenreich attempts to sustain herself as a low-skilled worker.

The Freedom Writers &
Gruwell, Erin

Freedom Writers Diary – Inspired by their teacher and reading about the
Holocaust, inner city students write about their lives.

Gavin, James

Stormy Weather - The biography of entertainment legend Lena Horne, star of
film, stage, and music who became one of the first African-American icons.

Gold, Alison Leslie

Memories of Anne Frank - Recounts the story of Hannah Goslar, a close friend
of Anne Frank and one of the last to see her alive.

Hall, Ron; Moore, Denver
& Vincent, Lynn

Same Kind of Different as Me – A true story of a homeless man, an upscale art
dealer and the woman who changed their lives.

Nissel, Angela

The Broke Diaries – Struggling financially, the author decided to entertain
herself by creating an online journal that chronicled her day-to-day trials and
tribulations.

Rice, Anne

Called Out of Darkness – An intimate memoir of Anne Rice’s Catholic girlhood,
her loss of faith, and her return to the Church.

